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Demonstrates how to use the one-minute approach to reinforce self-esteem and transform the learning process
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Who Moved My Cheese?, a brilliant new parable that shows readers
how to stay calm and successful, even in the most challenging of environments. A young man lives unhappily in a valley.
One day he meets an old man who lives on a mountain peak. At first the young man doesn’t realize that he is talking to
one of the most peaceful and successful people in the world. But in the course of further encounters and conversations,
the young man comes to understand that he can apply the old man’s remarkable principles and practical tools to his own
life to change it for the better. Spencer Johnson knows how to tell a deceptively simple story that teaches deep lessons.
The One Minute Manager (co-written with Ken Blanchard) sold 15 million copies and stayed on the New York Times
bestseller list for more than twenty years. Since it was published a decade ago, Who Moved My Cheese? has sold more
than 25 million copies. In fact there are more than 46 million copies of Spencer Johnson’s books in print, in forty-seven
languages—and with today’s economic uncertainty, his new book could not be more relevant. Pithy, wise, and
empowering, Peaks and Valleys is clearly destined to becomeanother Spencer Johnson classic.
Meet a genuine American folk hero cut from the homespun cloth of America's heartland: Sam Walton, who parlayed a
single dime store in a hardscrabble cotton town into Wal-Mart, the largest retailer in the world. The undisputed merchant
king of the late twentieth century, Sam never lost the common touch. Here, finally, inimitable words. Genuinely modest,
but always sure if his ambitions and achievements. Sam shares his thinking in a candid, straight-from-the-shoulder style.
In a story rich with anecdotes and the "rules of the road" of both Main Street and Wall Street, Sam Walton chronicles the
inspiration, heart, and optimism that propelled him to lasso the American Dream.
If you were a mouse trapped in a maze and someone kept moving the cheese, what would you do? Over a decade ago
the bestselling business fable Who Moved My Cheese? offered its answer to this question: accept that change is
inevitable and beyond your control, don’t waste your time wondering why things are the way they are, keep your head
down and start looking for the cheese. But success in the areas of innovation, entrepreneurship, creativity, leadership,
and business growth—as well as personal growth—depends on the ability to push the boundaries, reshape the
environment, and play by a different set of rules: our own. With that in mind, Harvard Business School professor Deepak
Malhotra offers a radically different answer to this question. Malhotra tells an inspiring story about three unique and
adventurous mice—Max, Big, and Zed—who refuse to accept their reality as given. As we watch their lives unfold and
intersect, we discover that instead of just blindly chasing after the cheese, each of us has the ability to escape the maze
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or even reconfigure it to our liking. In the face of established practices, traditional ideas, scarce resources, and the
powerful demands or expectations of others, we often underestimate our ability to control our own destiny and overcome
the constraints we face—or think we face. I Moved Your Cheese reminds us that we can create the new circumstances
and realities we want, but first we must discard the often deeply ingrained notion that we are nothing more than mice in
someone else’s maze. As Zed explains, “You see, Max, the problem is not that the mouse is in the maze, but that the
maze is in the mouse.”
In this newly released edition of one of his classic books, The One Minute Sales Person, Spencer Johnson, the author of
the number one New York Times bestseller Who Moved My Cheese?, shows you how to sell your ideas, products, or
services successfully! This is the book that has proved to be a must-have for the millions of people who were looking for
the quickest way to improve their selling skills. In these changing times, Spencer Johnson, coauthor of The One Minute
Manager®, shows you how the phenomenal One Minute® methods can bring real and lasting sales success with the
least amount of time and effort. You will learn how to enjoy your job and your life more as you discover the effective
secrets of "self-management," the integrity of "selling on purpose," and the liberating "wonderful paradox" of helping
others get what they want so you can get what you need. The One Minute Sales Person is a clear, easy and invaluable
guide that works for both you and the people you sell to, for your financial prosperity and personal well-being. In short, it
is a classic Spencer Johnson bestseller that can help you enjoy more success with less stress.
New York Times bestselling author and award-winning educator Ron Clark applies his successful leadership principles to
the business world in this effective and accessible guidebook, perfect for any manager looking to inspire and motivate his
or her team. Includes a foreword by bestselling author and FranklinCovey executive Sean Covey. Teamwork is crucial to
the success of any business, and as acclaimed author and speaker Ron Clark illustrates, the members of any team are
the key to unlocking success. Imagine a company as a bus filled with people who either help or hinder a team’s ability to
move it forward: drivers (who steer the organization), runners (who consistently go above and beyond for the good of the
organization), joggers (who do their jobs without pushing themselves), walkers (who are just getting pulled along), and
riders (who hinder success and drag the team down). It’s the team leader’s job to recognize how members fall into
these categories, encourage them to keep the “bus” moving by working together, and know when it’s time to kick the
riders off. In the tradition of Who Moved My Cheese? and Fish!, Move Your Bus is an accessible and uplifting business
parable that illustrates Clark’s expert strategies to maximize the performance of each member of a team. These easy to
implement techniques will inspire employees and team leaders alike to work harder and smarter and drive the
organization to succeed.
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A new edition based on the timeless business classic—updated to help today’s readers succeed more quickly in a rapidly
changing world. For decades, The One Minute Manager® has helped millions achieve more successful professional and
personal lives. While the principles it lays out are timeless, our world has changed drastically since the book’s
publication. The exponential rise of technology, global flattening of markets, instant communication, and pressures on
corporate workforces to do more with less—including resources, funding, and staff—have all revolutionized the world in
which we live and work. Now, Ken Blanchard and Spencer Johnson have written The New One Minute Manager to
introduce the book’s powerful, important lessons to a new generation. In their concise, easy-to-read story, they teach
readers three very practical secrets about leading others—and explain why these techniques continue to work so well. As
compelling today as the original was thirty years ago, this classic parable of a young man looking for an effective
manager is more relevant and useful than ever.
'An optimistic, accessible way to start thinking about change' - Financial Times Who Moved My Cheese? offered millions
of readers relief for an evergreen problem: unanticipated and unwelcome change. Now its long-awaited sequel digs
deeper, to show how readers can adapt their beliefs and achieve better results in any field. Johnson's theme is that all of
our accomplishments are due to our beliefs: whether we're confident or insecure, cynical or positive, open-minded or
inflexible. But it's difficult to change your beliefs - and with them, your outcomes. Find out how Hem, Haw, and the other
characters from Who Moved My Cheese? deal with this challenge.
An illustrated business fable that gives you the faith, courage and confidence to win in today's tough economic climate Fear and
uncertainty are staples of daily life in today's struggling economy. As bad as things can be, economic downturns also lead to new
opportunities. It's easy to worry, give up and let fear paralyze you. However, you have more control than you think you do and how
you handle adversity is your choice-and the only choice that matters. In fact, study history and you'll find that a lot of people and
organizations made a name for themselves and grew their businesses during recessions and downturns. These successful people
and organizations all shared similar characteristics and took similar actions to thrive while others merely tried to survive. You can
do the same. In The Shark and the Goldfish, Jon Gordon shares an inspiring fable about Gordy, a pampered goldfish who gets
swept out to sea. Desperate for food, Gordy meets a kind shark who teaches him the ultimate lesson-Goldfish wait to be fed.
Sharks go find food. Gordy also learns that the difference between a full and empty stomach is our faith, beliefs and actions. In the
face of adversity and lean times, this is a business fable that reinforces a proven truth: You can't control the events in your life. But
you can control how you respond and in turn this determines the outcome. A business fable that teaches valuable lessons on the
importance of working hard, maintaining a locus of control and focusing on positive choices instead of negative voices, Written by
Jon Gordon, bestselling author of The Energy Bus and The No Complaining Rule Reveals how change is inevitable-but that you
can make it your friend or foe. Provides an action plan filled with tips and strategies to thrive during change and adversity If you're
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facing tough economic times, The Shark and the Goldfish will motivate you, inspire you, and give you the confidence you need to
thrive during changing times.
Presents the author's parable about change framed in a story about a group of high school friends trying to handle change in their
lives.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. *By
reading this summary, you will discover how to deal with change in a positive way in your professional and personal life in order to
remain dynamic and never let yourself be overwhelmed by events. *You will also discover that : the way you perceive change
influences the way you deal with it; it is possible to see change positively regardless of your personality; when viewed positively,
change can become a real driving force; the solution to your professional and personal problems can be found in the exploration of
new horizons; change is not to be feared but to be anticipated. *Feeling lost in life is a feeling that everyone can experience at
some point. A company going bankrupt, a couple going under... are all events that everyone can find themselves facing one day.
However, through this fable imagined by the author, you will learn that a solution exists. It is within you and is only waiting for your
courage to be implemented. *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
As A Man Thinketh maps out the way in which our thoughts can affect our physical, mental, emotional and social health. It also
discusses ways in which we can use our visions and ideas to lead us to peace of mind. This book by James Allen sums up the
hows, whys and whats of taming the mind and its infinite energies, of channelizing the power of positive thinking, and striking a
balance between the inner world of our thoughts as against the outer world of action.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A memoir of leadership and success: The executive chairman of Disney, Time’s 2019
businessperson of the year, shares the ideas and values he embraced during his fifteen years as CEO while reinventing one of the
world’s most beloved companies and inspiring the people who bring the magic to life. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY NPR Robert Iger became CEO of The Walt Disney Company in 2005, during a difficult time. Competition was more
intense than ever and technology was changing faster than at any time in the company’s history. His vision came down to three
clear ideas: Recommit to the concept that quality matters, embrace technology instead of fighting it, and think bigger—think
global—and turn Disney into a stronger brand in international markets. Today, Disney is the largest, most admired media company
in the world, counting Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm, and 21st Century Fox among its properties. Its value is nearly five times what it
was when Iger took over, and he is recognized as one of the most innovative and successful CEOs of our era. In The Ride of a
Lifetime, Robert Iger shares the lessons he learned while running Disney and leading its 220,000-plus employees, and he explores
the principles that are necessary for true leadership, including: • Optimism. Even in the face of difficulty, an optimistic leader will
find the path toward the best possible outcome and focus on that, rather than give in to pessimism and blaming. • Courage.
Leaders have to be willing to take risks and place big bets. Fear of failure destroys creativity. • Decisiveness. All decisions, no
matter how difficult, can be made on a timely basis. Indecisiveness is both wasteful and destructive to morale. • Fairness. Treat
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people decently, with empathy, and be accessible to them. This book is about the relentless curiosity that has driven Iger for fortyfive years, since the day he started as the lowliest studio grunt at ABC. It’s also about thoughtfulness and respect, and a decencyover-dollars approach that has become the bedrock of every project and partnership Iger pursues, from a deep friendship with
Steve Jobs in his final years to an abiding love of the Star Wars mythology. “The ideas in this book strike me as universal” Iger
writes. “Not just to the aspiring CEOs of the world, but to anyone wanting to feel less fearful, more confidently themselves, as they
navigate their professional and even personal lives.”
"He either enchants or antagonizes everyone he meets. But even his enemies agree there are three things Ray Kroc does
damned well: sell hamburgers, make money, and tell stories." --from Grinding It Out Few entrepreneurs can claim to have radically
changed the way we live, and Ray Kroc is one of them. His revolutions in food-service automation, franchising, shared national
training, and advertising have earned him a place beside the men and women who have founded not only businesses, but entire
empires. But even more interesting than Ray Kroc the business man is Ray Kroc the man. Not your typical self-made tycoon, Kroc
was fifty-two years old when he opened his first franchise. In Grinding It Out, you'll meet the man behind McDonald's, one of the
largest fast-food corporations in the world with over 32,000 stores around the globe. Irrepressible enthusiast, intuitive people
person, and born storyteller, Kroc will fascinate and inspire you on every page.
This comprehensive handbook synthesizes the best current knowledge on teacher professional development (PD) and addresses
practical issues in implementation. Leading authorities describe innovative practices that are being used in schools, emphasizing
the value of PD that is instructive, reflective, active, collaborative, and substantive. Strategies for creating, measuring, and
sustaining successful programs are presented. The book explores the relationship of PD to adult learning theory, school
leadership, district and state policy, the growth of professional learning communities, and the Common Core State Standards.
Each chapter concludes with thought-provoking discussion questions. The appendix provides eight illuminating case studies of PD
initiatives in diverse schools.
Look out for Daniel Pink’s new book, When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing From Daniel H. Pink, the #1 bestselling
author of Drive and To Sell Is Human, comes an illustrated guide to landing your first job in The Adventures of Johnny Bunko: The
Last Career Guide You’ll Ever Need. There’s never been a career guide like The Adventures of Johnny Bunko by Daniel H. Pink
(author of To Sell Is Human: The Surprising Truth About Motivating Others). Told in manga—the Japanese comic book format
that’s an international sensation—it’s the fully illustrated story of a young Everyman just out of college who lands his first job.
Johnny Bunko is new to the Boggs Corp., and he stumbles through his early months as a working stiff until a crisis prompts him to
rethink his approach. Step by step he builds a career, illustrating as he does the six core lessons of finding, keeping, and
flourishing in satisfying work. A groundbreaking guide to surviving and flourishing in any career, The Adventures of Johnny Bunko
is smart, engaging and insightful, and offers practical advice for anyone looking for a life of rewarding work.
Focusing on local products, sustainability, and popular farm-to-fork dining trends, Earth Eats: Real Food Green Living compiles the
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best recipes, tips, and tricks to plant, harvest, and prepare local food. Along with renowned chef Daniel Orr, Earth Eats radio host
Annie Corrigan presents tips, grouped by season, on keeping your farm or garden in top form, finding the best in-season produce
at your local farmers market, and stocking your kitchen effectively. The book showcases what locally produced food will be
available in each season and is amply stuffed with more than 200 delicious, original, and tested recipes, reflecting the dishes that
can be made with these local foods. In addition to tips and recipes, Corrigan and Orr profile individuals who are on the front lines
of the changing food ecosystem, detailing the challenges they and the local food movement face.With more than 140 color photos,
Earth Eats showcases local food at its finest and features everything the local grower and food enthusiast needs to know all year
round, including how to cook up a healthy compost heap, nurture a failing bee colony, create an all-natural deer repellant, and
ferment delicious vegetables.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In
How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
Life Lessons in Leadership: The Way of the Wallaby is a self-help, educational, entertaining book that teaches essential, personal,
leadership skills. Regardless of one's specific leadership role, there are basic principles which strengthen all leaders' abilities and
can help to assure their success. This book defines those skills by making them clear and easily understood, through a clever
combination of literary text targeted to adult leaders, combined with captivating childlike stories. Life Lessons in Leadership: The
Way of the Wallaby models a literary style similar to Spenser Johnson's Who Moved My Cheese? by illustrating real world lessons
through the stories of engaging fictional characters. Additionally, the perennial favorite gift for graduates, Dr. Seuss' Oh, the Places
You'll Go! is another example of the style of this book...appealing to young and older audiences alike. Leaders, ages 8 to 88, will
learn lessons in leadership in ways that are not only meaningful and memorable but also engaging, entertaining and enchanting.
There are hidden laws at work in every aspect of your business. Understand them, and you can create extraordinary growth.
Ignore them, and you run the risk of becoming another statistic. It's become almost cliche: 8 out of every 10 new ventures fail. Of
the ones that succeed, how many truly thrive-for the long run? And of those that thrive, how many continually overcome their
growth hurdles ... and ultimately scale, with meaning, purpose, and profitability? The answer, sadly, is not many. Author Lex
Sisney is on a mission to change that picture. After more than a decade spent leading and coaching high-growth technology
companies, Lex discovered that the companies that thrive do so in accordance with 6 Laws - universal principles that govern the
success or failure of every individual, team, and organization.
For those sick of corporate scandals and underhanded business practices, laughter may be the best medicine. A hilarious parody
of the classic bestseller Who Moved My Cheese, Who Stole My Cheese?!! offers a little lift in an otherwise challenging situation.
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Inside is an insipid tale that reveals profound truths about greed. It's a cloying yet inspiring story of four small characters -- two rats
and two "loyal employees" -- who are trapped in a "maze" and looking for their share of the "cheese" to sustain them and bring
them happiness.
Appropriate for sociology, psychology, and nursing students, this textbook examines the biological and physiological changes that
affect older people's daily functioning, their risk of chronic diseases, the psychological changes that can occur, and the social
implications of aging.
The One Minute Manager, published in 1982, took the world by storm. More than 13 million copies have been sold in this country
and it has been translated into more than 25 languages, making it one of the most influential books about business management
ever written. The second book in this record-breaking series, Putting the One Minute Manager to Work, turns the three secrets of
One Minute Management into day-to-day skills and shows how they work in real-life situations. By going straight to boardrooms
and assembly lines for their examples, the authors put the One Minute concepts into working systems that directly affect a
company's bottom line. Here is the next step in the revolutionary, simple, and uniquely effective system that is changing how the
world runs business.
THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER WITH OVER 28 MILLION COPIES IN PRINT! A timeless business classic, Who Moved
My Cheese? uses a simple parable to reveal profound truths about dealing with change so that you can enjoy less stress and
more success in your work and in your life. It would be all so easy if you had a map to the Maze. If the same old routines worked. If
they'd just stop moving "The Cheese." But things keep changing... Most people are fearful of change, both personal and
professional, because they don't have any control over how or when it happens to them. Since change happens either to the
individual or by the individual, Dr. Spencer Johnson, the coauthor of the multimillion bestseller The One Minute Manager, uses a
deceptively simple story to show that when it comes to living in a rapidly changing world, what matters most is your attitude.
Exploring a simple way to take the fear and anxiety out of managing the future, Who Moved My Cheese? can help you discover
how to anticipate, acknowledge, and accept change in order to have a positive impact on your job, your relationships, and every
aspect of your life.
This book provides essential coaching tools to support teachers in planning and implementing instruction aligned with the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS). The authors explain the key instructional shifts brought about by the CCSS in K-5 English language arts
classrooms. Eighteen specific strategies for coaching large groups, small groups, and individual teachers are presented, including clear-cut
procedures, vivid illustrative examples, and 28 reproducible forms. Grounded in research on adult learning, the book addresses common
coaching challenges and how to overcome them. The large-size format facilitates photocopying; purchasers also get access to a Web page
where they can download and print the reproducible materials.
Walking Coyote gently lifted the frightened buffalo calf and sang softly. Lone survivor of a herd slaughtered by white hunters, the calf was one
of several buffalo orphans Walking Coyote adopted and later raised on the Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana. For thousands of years
massive herds of buffalo roamed across much of North America, but by the 1870s fewer than 1500 animals remained due to hunting threats.
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With reverent care, Walking Coyote and his family endeavoured to bring back the buffalo herds, one magnificent creature at a time.
A compendium of straightforward techniques on how to accentuate the positive and redirect the negative, increasing productivity at work and
at home. What do your people at work and your spouse and kids at home have in common with a five-ton killer whale? Probably a whole lot
more than you think, according to top business consultant and mega-bestselling author Ken Blanchard and his coauthors from SeaWorld. In
this moving and inspirational new book, Blanchard explains that both whales and people perform better when you accentuate the positive. He
shows how using the techniques of animal trainers -- specifically those responsible for the killer whales of SeaWorld -- can supercharge your
effectiveness at work and at home. When gruff business manager and family man Wes Kingsley visited SeaWorld, he marveled at the ability
of the trainers to get these huge killer whales, among the most feared predators in the ocean, to perform amazing acrobatic leaps and dives.
Later, talking to the chief trainer, he learned their techniques of building trust, accentuating the positive, and redirecting negative behavior -all of which make these extraordinary performances possible. Kingsley took a hard look at his own often accusatory management style and
recognized how some of his shortcomings as a manager, spouse, and father actually diminish trust and damage relationships. He began to
see the difference between "GOTcha" (catching people doing things wrong) and "Whale Done!" (catching people doing things right). In Whale
Done!, Ken Blanchard shows how to make accentuating the positive and redirecting the negative the best tools to increase productivity,
instead of creating situations that demoralize people. These techniques are remarkably easy to master and can be applied equally well at
home, allowing readers to become better parents and more committed spouses in their happier and more successful personal lives.
Before there was Lois Lowry’s The Giver or M. T. Anderson’s Feed, there was Robert Cormier’s I Am the Cheese, a subversive classic that
broke new ground for YA literature. A boy’s search for his father becomes a desperate journey to unlock a secret past. But the past must not
be remembered if the boy is to survive. As he searches for the truth that hovers at the edge of his mind, the boy—and readers—arrive at a
shattering conclusion. “An absorbing, even brilliant job. The book is assembled in mosaic fashion: a tiny chip here, a chip there. . . .
Everything is related to something else; everything builds and builds to a fearsome climax. . . . [Cormier] has the knack of making horror out
of the ordinary, as the masters of suspense know how to do.”—The New York Times Book Review “A horrifying tale of government corruption,
espionage, and counter espionage told by an innocent young victim. . . . The buildup of suspense is terrific.”—School Library Journal, starred
review An ALA Notable Children’s Book A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year A Horn Book Fanfare A Library of Congress
Children’s Book of the Year A Colorado Blue Spruce Young Adult Book Award Nominee
This invaluable book shows how teachers, despite the many difficultiesthey face in today's school systems, can make an important
contributionto their students' lives and educations. Johnson and Johnson describehow the use of Goal Setting, Praising, and Recovery
reinforcesself-esteem and creates a new kind of learning process that will becomelifelong. The One Minute Teacher reveals simple, positive
ways to Discover and instill the love of learning Foster success and achievement Feel more confident and happy Bring out the best in
ourselves and others Practical, wise, and useful in dozens of everyday situations, The OneMinute Teacher is essential reading for anyone
who teaches and anyonewho learns. More than eleven million copies of Dr. Johnson's books are in use intwenty-four languages.
Ken Blanchard and Sheldon Bowles, co-authors of the New York Times business bestseller Raving Fans, are back with Gung Ho! Here is an
invaluable management tool that outlines foolproof ways to increase productivity by fostering excellent morale in the workplace. It is a mustread for everyone who wants to stay on top in today's ultra-competitive business world. Raving Fans taught managers how to turn customers
into full-fledged fans. Now, Gung Ho! brings the same magic to employees. Through the inspirational story of business leaders Peggy Sinclair
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and Andy Longclaw, Blanchard and Bowles reveal the secret of Gung Ho--a revolutionary technique to boost enthusiasm and performance
and usher in astonishing results for any organization. The three principles of Gung Ho are: The Spirit of the Squirrel The Way of the Beaver
The Gift of the Goose These three cornerstones of Gung Ho are surprisingly simple and yet amazingly powerful. Whether your organization
consists of one or is listed in the Fortune 500, this book ensures Gung Ho employees committed to success. Gung Ho! also includes a clear
game plan with a step-by-step outline for instituting these groundbreaking ideas. Destined to become a classic, Gung Ho! is a rare and
wonderful business book that is packed with invaluable information as well as a compelling, page-turning story. Management legend Ken
Blanchard and master entrepreneur Sheldon Bowles are back with Gung Ho!, revealing a surefire way to boost employee enthusiasm,
productivity, and performance and usher in astonishing results for any organization. Raving Fans brilliantly schooled managers on how to turn
customers into raving fans. Gung Ho! now brings the same magic to employees. Here is the story of how two managers saved a failing
company and turned in record profits with record productivity. The three core ideas of Gung Ho! are surprisingly simple: worthwhile work
guided by goals and values; putting workers in control of their production; and cheering one another on. Their principles are so powerful that
business leaders, reviewing the manuscript for Ken and Sheldon, have written to say, "Sorry. Ignored instructions. Have photocopied for
everyone. I promise to buy books, but can't wait. We need now!" Like Raving Fans, Gung Ho! delivers.
Expand your ramen repertoire with an amazingly inventive and unique addition to the million-copy-selling ''101'' series-101 Things to do with
Ramen Noodles.
Networking and business referral expert DeNucci teaches a more holistic, purposeful, and effective approach to networking. She offers
stories, techniques, and tips gleaned from her experiences as a respected communicator, entrepreneur, consultant, and connector.

The Heinemann Plays series offers contemporary drama and classic plays in durable classroom editions. Many have
large casts and an equal mix of boy and girl parts. This play is a dramatization of Daniel Keyes's story about a retarded
adult who desperately wants to be able to read and write.
Mega-successful motivational speaker profiled in the Wall Street Journal, Keith Harrell shows how to put good atttitude to
work to get ahead in all aspects of life Keith Harrell has been taking the corporate lecture circuit—and the media—by storm,
and is poised to take his place among the motivational greats of the world. At six feet six inches, 43-year-old Harrell has
the charisma of Tony Robbins, the intellect of Stephen Covey and the looks of Stedman Graham. He regularly inspires
Fortune 500 companies with a 100% satisfaction rate. His message is simple yet powerful: Attitude, whether positive or
negative, has the power to impact on an organization’s or individual’s success. Harrell teaches readers techniques for
maintaining a powerful positive attitude in order to get ahead in life.
Another Spencer Johnson #1 Bestseller #1 New York Times Business #1 Wall Street Journal #1 BusinessWeek From the
Author of Who Moved My Cheese? Dr. Spencer Johnson’s stories of timeless, simple truths have changed the work and
lives of millions of readers around the world. Now comes an insightful new tale of inspiration and practical guidance for
these turbulent times. Good Things Happen To Those Who Open The Present The Gift That Makes Your Work And Life
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Better Each Day! For over two decades, Spencer Johnson has been inspiring and entertaining millions with his simple yet
insightful stories of work and life that speak directly to the heart and soul. The Present is an engaging story of a young
man’s journey to adulthood, and his search for The Present, a mysterious and elusive gift he first hears about from a
great old man. This Present, according to the old man, is “the best present a person can receive.” Later, when the young
boy becomes a young man, disillusioned with his work and his life, he returns to ask the old man, once again, to help him
find The Present. The old man responds, “Only you have the power to find The Present for yourself.” So the young man
embarks on a tireless search for this magical gift that holds the secret to his personal happiness and business success.It
is only after the young man has searched high and low and given up his relentless pursuit that he relaxes and discovers
The Present—and all of the promises it offers. The Present will help you focus on what will make you happier and more
successful in your work and in your personal life, today! Like the young man, you may find that it is the best gift you can
give yourself. www.ThePresent.com
Four little friends in a maze find and enjoy some cheese, but when the cheese is gone, only Sniff and Scurry adapt and
go searching for more while Hem and Haw wait for more cheese to appear. Includes a note to parents and discussion
questions.
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